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Abstract—The intermeeting time, i.e., the time between two consecutive contacts between a pair of nodes, plays a fundamental role in
the delay of messages in opportunistic networks. A desirable property of message delay is that its expectation is finite, so that the
performance of the system can be predicted. Unfortunately, when intermeeting times feature a Pareto distribution, this property does not
always hold. In this paper, assuming heterogeneous mobility and Pareto intermeeting times, we provide a detailed analysis of the
conditions for the expectation of message delay to be finite (i.e., to converge) when social-oblivious or social-aware forwarding schemes
are used. More specifically, we consider different classes of social-oblivious and social-aware schemes, based on the number of hops
allowed and the number of copies generated. Our main finding is that, in terms of convergence, allowing more than two hops may
provide advantages only in the social-aware case. At the same time, we show that using a multi-copy scheme can in general improve
the convergence of the expected delay. We also compare social-oblivious and social-aware strategies from the convergence standpoint
and we prove that, depending on the mobility scenario considered, social-aware schemes may achieve convergence while social-
oblivious cannot, and vice versa. Finally, we apply the derived convergence conditions to three popular contact data sets available in the
literature (Cambridge, Infocom, and RollerNet), assessing the convergence of each class of forwarding protocols in these three cases.
Index Terms—Opportunistic networks, DTN, routing protocols, performance models, delay convergence
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1 INTRODUCTION
THE great popularity of the delay tolerant networkingparadigm is due to its ability to cope with challenged
network conditions, such as high node mobility, variable
connectivity, and disconnected subnetworks, that would
impair communications in traditional mobile ad hoc net-
works. Opportunistic networks are an instance of the delay
tolerant paradigm applied to networks made up of users’
portable devices (such as smartphones and tablets). In this
scenario, user mobility becomes one of the main drivers to
enable message delivery. In fact, according to the store-
carry-and-forward paradigm, user devices store messages
and carry them around while they move in the network,
exchanging them upon encounter with other nodes, and
eventually delivering them to their destination.
An opportunistic forwarding protocol defines the strategy
according to which messages are exchanged during encoun-
ters. Two main approaches can be identified: social-oblivious
protocols, which do not exploit any information about the
users’ context and social behaviour, but just hand over the
message to the first node encountered, and social-aware1 pro-
tocols, which make use of information on how users behave
or which social relations they share in order to make
predictions on users’ future behavior that might be useful for
forwarding messages. Depending on the number of copies
generated for the same message, forwarding protocols can
be further classified into single-copy or multi-copy schemes.
Forwarding protocols may also differ in the number of inter-
mediate hops that they exploit. Simpler strategies may be
single-hop or two-hop strategies (e.g., Direct Transmission
and TwoHop [2]), while others can allowmulti-hop paths to
bring themessage to the destination.
Modelling the performance of social-oblivious and
social-aware forwarding protocols for opportunistic net-
works is still an open research issue. Knowing the distribu-
tion of intermeeting times and the rules applied by the
forwarding algorithm used in the network, one could—in
principle—model the distribution of the delay experienced
by messages and compute its expectation. In practice,
modeling analytically the delay of the various forwarding
protocols for general distributions of inter meeting times is
very hard, and models exist only for some specific cases,
typically assuming exponential intermeeting times [1], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7]. A related modeling challenge is to assess the
convergence of routing protocols, i.e., whether a specific
protocol yields finite or infinite expected delay. Assessing
convergence allows us to understand whether a particular
protocol can be safely used or not given a pattern of inter-
meeting times and how to configure it so that it converges,
if possible. Although less informative than a complete delay
model, convergence models can be derived for a large class
of routing protocols releasing the exponential intermeeting
time assumption, as shown in this paper.
The convergence of the expected delay is not guaranteed
in all cases in which the expectation of the intermeeting
times may diverge. In fact, being the delay the result of the
composition of the time intervals between node encoun-
ters, depending on the convergence of intermeeting times,
1. These policies are also referred to as utility-based [1], in contrast
to randomized strategies, corresponding to our social-oblivious
schemes.
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the expectation of the delay itself might diverge. This can
happen, for example, when intermeeting times feature a
Pareto (also known as power law) distribution, as first
highlighted in [8]. The problem with Pareto distributions is
that their expectation is finite only for certain values of
their exponent a. More specifically, the expectation is finite
if a > 1, while for a  1 it diverges to infinity. The first to
postulate the existence of Pareto intermeeting times in real
mobility scenarios (i.e., analyzing real traces of human
mobility) were Chaintreau et al. in their seminal work in
[8]. The relevance of Pareto intermeeting times in opportu-
nistic networks is both theoretical and empirical. Cai and
Eun [9] have mathematically derived that heavy-tailed
intermeeting times can emerge depending on the relation-
ship between the size of the boundary of the considered
scenario and the relevant timescale of the network, show-
ing that, at least in principle, Pareto intermeeting times are
something that one may be faced with when studying
opportunistic networks. Empirical evidence for the pres-
ence of Pareto intermeeting times was first suggested by
[8], but it has been later criticised, arguing that the tail of
the distribution is in fact exponential (e.g., [10]). Typically,
these results are derived focusing on the aggregate inter-
contact time distribution, while convergence depends on
pairwise distributions. As proved in [11], the aggregate
and pairwise distributions can be in general very different,
and therefore analysis of pairwise inter-contact times are
necessary, which are however mostly missing in the litera-
ture. To address this issue, we have performed a pairwise
hypothesis testing on three popular publicly available con-
tact data sets (Cambridge, Infocom’05, and RollerNet—see
Section 8) and we have found that the Pareto hypothesis
for intermeeting times cannot be rejected for 80, 97, and
85:5 percent of pairs, respectively. We believe that these
results provide a strong case for Pareto intermeeting times
in opportunistic networks and substantially motivate anal-
yses like the one presented in this paper.
Under the Pareto intermeeting times assumption, in this
work we derive the stability region (i.e., the Pareto exponent
values of pairwise intermeeting times for which finite
expected delay is achieved) of a broad class of social-oblivi-
ous and social-aware forwarding protocols (single- and
multi-copy, single- and multi-hop). The starting point of
our paper is the work by Chaintreau et al. [8], where such
conditions have been studied for the two-hop scheme (see
Section 2 for more details) under the assumption of homo-
geneous mobility (i.e., i.i.d. intermeeting times across all
pairs). However, measurement studies [12], [8] have shown
that real networks are intrinsically heterogeneous. Thus, in
this paper, we investigate whether heterogeneity in contact
patterns helps the convergence of the expected delay of a
general class of social-oblivious (Section 5) and social-aware
(Section 6) forwarding protocols, and whether convergence
conditions can be improved using multi-copy strategies
and/or multi-hop paths. In general, we find that there is no
protocol or family of protocols that always outperform the
others (Section 7). More specifically, the key findings pre-
sented in the paper are the following:
 For social-oblivious strategies, if convergence can be
achieved, two hops are enough for achieving it.
 Using n hops can help social-aware schemes, and make
them converge in some cases when all other social-
aware or social-oblivious schemes diverge.
 In both the social-oblivious and the social-aware
case, we find that multi-copy strategies can achieve a
finite expected delay even when single-copy strate-
gies cannot.
 Comparing social-oblivious and social-aware multi-copy
solutions, we are able to prove mathematically that
there is no clear winner between the two, since either
one can achieve convergence when the other one
fails, depending on the underlying mobility scenario.
In addition to these results, we discuss the related work in
Section 2 and the network model we refer to in Section 3.
Our reference forwarding policies are described in Section 4.
Finally, in Section 8 we showcase the main results of this
work by applying the derived convergence conditions to
three popular contact data sets available in the literature.
2 RELATED WORK
This work is orthogonal to the literature on models of delay
in opportunistic networks, since we provide the conditions
for the existence of a finite delay. Once convergence has been
verified, the expected delay value can be computed using
complete delay models like the one in [13]. End-to-end delay
models are typically much more difficult to obtain than con-
vergence models, and therefore convergence models are a
very useful first step in the analytical characterisation of for-
warding protocols in opportunistic networks. Most existing
models assume that intermeeting times are approximately
exponentially distributed [5], [6], [14], and in these cases con-
vergence is never an issue. However, when this assumption
does not hold, convergence becomes a critical evaluation
aspect, and should be studied preliminarily to any additional
analysis of the exact value of the expected delay. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no other contribution, besides that
of Chaintreau et al. [8], that considers the problem of the con-
vergence of the expected delay when intermeeting times fea-
ture a Pareto distribution. Our work differs from that of
Chaintreau et al. both in the mobility settings and in the for-
warding schemes considered. More specifically, we focus on
the more general case of heterogeneous intermeeting times
(as opposed to the homogeneous mobility considered in [8]),
we extend the set of social-oblivious policies considered and
we add the social-aware case.
Forwarding protocols for opportunistic networks can be
classified as social-oblivious or social-aware protocols,
depending on whether they use information on the way
nodes behave in order to make forwarding decisions. In this
paper we abstract the detailed mechanisms of both classes of
protocols, in order to study their convergence properties, as
discussed in Section 4. The simplest social-oblivious protocol
is Direct Transmission [2], in which the source node is only
allowed to deliver the message directly to the destination, if
ever encountered. At the opposite side of the spectrum, with
Epidemic routing [15] a new copy of themessage is generated
andhanded over (both by the source and intermediate relays)
any time a new node is encountered. In order to mitigate the
side effects of Epidemic-style forwarding schemes in
resource constrained environments, controlled flooding
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solutions have been proposed (e.g., Spray&Wait [3], gossip-
ing [7]). Another popular social-oblivious forwarding proto-
col is the Two Hop scheme [2], in which a message is
forwarded by the source node to the first node encountered,
which is then allowed only to pass themessage directly to the
destination. The Two Hop strategy has been shown to guar-
antee themaximum capacity in a homogeneous network [2].
Social-aware strategies can have different levels of aware-
ness. Simplest approaches exploit information such as time
since the last encounter (Spray&Focus [3]) or frequency of
encounters (PROPHET [16]). This information is used to pre-
dict future meetings between pairs of nodes and thus to
select relays that can guarantee a quick delivery according to
the heuristic in use. Inmore complex strategies, the centrality
of nodes in the social graph connecting the users of the net-
work is used as an indicator of the ability to delivermessages
(see, e.g., BUBBLE [17], SimBet [18]). Alternatively, as in the
case of HiBOp [19] and SocialCast [20], the fitness of a node
as a forwarder is computed from information on the context
the users live in, e.g., information on the people they meet,
the friends they have, the places they visit.
This paper extends our previous work in [21], which was
only focused on social-oblivious forwarding strategies. In
this work, besides extending the convergence conditions for
the m-copy 2-hop case that we derived in [21], we include
the analysis of social-aware forwarding strategies and a
detailed comparison between social-aware and social-obliv-
ious strategies from the convergence standpoint.
3 PRELIMINARIES
Our model considers a network with N mobile nodes. For
the sake of simplicity, we hereafter assume that messages
can be exchanged only at the beginning of a contact between
a pair of nodes and that the transmission of the relayed mes-
sages can be always completed within the duration of a con-
tact. In addition, we assume that each message is a bundle
[22], an atomic unit that cannot be fragmented. We also
assume infinite buffer space on nodes. All the above assump-
tions allowus to isolate, and thus focus on, the effects of node
mobility from other effects, and are common assumptions in
the literature on opportunistic networks modelling (they are
used in most of the literature reviewed in Section 2). In addi-
tion, for the sake of comparison with [8], we also assume that
the probability that two nodes meet is greater than zero for
all node pairs. This ensures that, in principle, all nodes can
meet with each other. Therefore, cases of deadlock (a mes-
sage reaches a node which is impossible to leave due to the
total absence of contacts with either other possible relays or
the destination) are not possible. The only cause of divergent
expected delay are the distributions of intermeeting times.
As we neglect transmission time, the actual duration of
the contact is not critical. Thus, the main role in the experi-
enced delay is played by intermeeting times, which are
defined as the time between two consecutive meetings
between the same pair of nodes.2 We denote with Mij the
intermeeting times between nodes i and j. For the sake of
tractability, we assume that the network is stationary and
that intermeeting times for a specific node pair i; j are i.i.d: :
Under these assumptions, the encounter process between
two nodes i and j can be seen as a renewal process with
renewal intervals distributed asMij.
The message generation process and the mobility process
are assumed to be independent. Thus, the time at which a
new message is generated can be treated as a random time
in the evolution of the mobility process, and thus the mes-
sage sees the network as an observer arriving at a random
point in time would. For this reason, in our analysis we will
often use the concept of residual intermeeting time, defined
as the time two nodes that are not in contact at a random
time t0 have to wait before meeting again. We denote the
residual intermeeting time for the i; j node pair as Rij.
Under our assumption of Pareto intermeeting times, the
intermeeting time Mij between a generic pair of nodes i




which we use the definition of the Pareto distribution that
allows for values arbitrarily close to zero, usually denoted
as American Pareto [23] or Pareto distribution of the second
kind [24].3 Parameters aijð> 0Þ and tminij are the shape and
scale of the Pareto distribution and, similarly to the refer-
ence literature [8], [10], in the following we restrict to the
case of power law random variables having the same scale,
i.e., tminij ¼ tmin; 8i; j. We will use the following properties
of Pareto intermeeting times throughout the paper (please
refer to [25, Appendix A, available in the online supplemen-
tary material] for more details):
P1 E½Mij converges (i.e., is finite) if and only if (iif)
aij > 1.
P2 The residual intermeeting times Rij associated to Mij
feature an American Pareto distribution with shape
aij  1 and scale tmin [23], hence their expectation
converges if and only if aij > 2.
P3 minjfRijg  Paretoð
P
jðaij  1Þ; tminÞ and its expecta-
tion converges if and only if
P
jðaij  1Þ > 1.
P4 Assume Rtiij denotes the residual conditioned to the
fact that i and j met at time ti. Then the expectation
of Rtiij converges if and only if the expectation of Rij
converges.
Furthermore, in the mathematical analysis in Sections 5
and 6, we will also heavily rely on the result in Lemma 1
below. The intuition behind it is the following. In the gen-
eral case, the time before a node i currently holding a copy
of the message hands it over to another node j depends on
whether nodes i and j met in time interval ðt0; tiÞ, where t0
is the message generation time. In fact, meetings corre-
spond to renewals in the encounter renewal process
between i and j, hence, from the meeting time on, we
2. Without loss of generality, here we assume a deterministic unit
disk graph model for radio propagation, which is a common assump-
tion in the literature on opportunistic networks. The proposed frame-
work still applies for every other model of radio propagation.
3. The stability region derived in this paper holds also for the other
version of the Pareto distribution, usually denoted as European Pareto,
as discussed in [25]. Content in [25] not included in this paper is pro-
vided as supplemental material, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TMC.2014.2316506.
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should consider the intermeeting time and not its residual.
However, Lemma 1 below tells us that, when intermeeting
times feature a Pareto distribution, we can simply study
the case in which nodes i and j did not meet in ðt0; tiÞ (i.e.,
model the time to the next encounter as a residual time),
thus simplifying our analysis (for more details, see the
proof of [25], Lemma 1]).
Lemma 1 (Worst-case waiting time). Assume that node i has
received a copy of the message at time ti. In the worst case (hap-
pening with a non negligible probability), the time before node
i hands over the message to another node j can be modeled as
R
tit0
ij (i.e., Rij conditioned to be greater than ti  t0) or,
equivalently from a convergence standpoint, as Rij.
4 FORWARDING STRATEGIES
In this section we summarise the main variants of opportu-
nistic forwarding schemes that will be later evaluated
against each other as far as the convergence of their
expected delay is concerned. We identify two main strate-
gies that forwarding protocols can adopt in order to
improve their forwarding performance, namely the number
of copies generated and the number of hops allowed. As we
show later on in the section, it is easy to place any of the
most popular routing protocols proposed in the literature in
this classification.
As far as multi-copy strategies are concerned, here we
only allow the source node to create and hand over multi-
ple copies. Other possible configurations (e.g., intermedi-
ate relays allowed to generate new copies, like in the
Spray&Wait case [3]) are left as future work. With respect
to the number of hops n, we assume it to be either limited
arbitrarily (e.g., using the TTL field) or naturally con-
strained by the forwarding strategy (e.g., social-aware
schemes can exploit a number of intermediate relays that
is at most equal to the number of nodes that are better for-
warders—according to some social-aware metric—than
the source node). In all cases, the last relay can only deliver
the message to the destination directly. Please note that in
this paper we only consider the case in which both the
source node and intermediate relays refuse the custody of
copies that they have already relayed (i.e., we assume that
nodes are memoryful).4 For this to be feasible, we assume
that the identity of previous relays is enclosed into
the copy’s header. In the case of multiple copies, we
assume that the source node does not use the same relays
multiple times, and that relays do not accept the custody
of the same copy of the message more than once. They can
be used, however, as relays for different copies of the
same message (as avoiding this would need to keep track
of all forwarded messages at each relay, which would
make protocols not scalable).
Due to the variety of social-aware schemes available in
the literature (see Section 2) and the limited space, here we
only consider an abstract social-aware protocol that meas-
ures how good a relay is for a given destination in terms of
its fitness. The fitness fitdi is assumed to be a function of how
often node i meets the destination d, thus fitdi can be taken
as proportional to the rate of encounter 1E½Mid between
node i and the destination. Under this abstract and general
social-aware strategy, upon encounter, a node i can hand
over the message to another node j only if its fitness is lower
than the fitness of the peer, i.e., if fitdj > fit
d
i holds (in the
following we drop superscript d). The fitness function con-
sidered here uses only information on contacts between
nodes, which have a direct dependence on the intermeeting
time distribution. This lets us clearly show what is the
impact of the contact dynamics on the performance of
opportunistic forwarding protocols. How such simple fit-
ness function can be extended to more complex forwarding
strategies has been discussed in [13].
The combinations of the forwarding characteristics
described above can be found in well known routing strate-
gies. For example, the 1-hop 1-copy forwarding corresponds
to Direct Transmission [2], while the 2-hop 1-copy forward-
ing is equivalent to the Two Hop forwarding introduced in
[2]. The 2-hop m-copy forwarding is equivalent to the
multi-copy version of the Two Hop protocol studied in [8].
Note that for most of the social-aware protocols, the number
of copies and the maximum hops are also defined as param-
eters of the algorithm.
5 EXPECTED DELAY CONVERGENCE FOR
SOCIAL-OBLIVIOUS SCHEMES
In this section we study under which conditions the
expected delay of the social-oblivious schemes described in
Section 4 converges for a tagged source-destination pair. We
denote it as E½Dsd, where s and d are the source and desti-
nation node, respectively. Simultaneous convergence for all
source-destination pairs simply requires combining the con-
ditions derived in the paper.
Recall that according to social-oblivious forwarding a
message is handed over to the first feasible relay encoun-
tered. In the following, we denote with Pi the set of all
nodes that can be encountered by node i. For the sake of
comparison with [8], we assume that the probability of an
encounter between any pair of nodes is strictly greater than
zero (hence, we have that jPij ¼ N  1 for all nodes i) and
that aij > 1 for all i; j node pairs.
5.1 Single-Copy Schemes
Theorem 1 below focuses on the 1-copy 1-hop social-oblivi-
ous scheme, which corresponds to the popular Direct Trans-
mission scheme. In the following, we omit the proof since
this result follows directly from property P2 and we move
to the analysis of the 1-copy 2-hop scheme immediately.
Theorem 1 (1-copy 1-hop scheme). E½Dsd converges if and
only if asd > 2.
Theorem 2 (1-copy 2-hop scheme). E½Dsd converges if and
only if both the following conditions hold true:
C1
P
j2Ps asj > 1þ jPsj,
C2 ajd > 2, 8j 2 Ps  fdg.
Proof. The protocol converges if and only if both the delay at
the first hop converges and the delay at the second hop
4. In [21] we have derived the convergence conditions for the mem-
oryless version of the class of social-oblivious forwarding protocols
considered here, showing that the absence of memory always penalizes
the convergence.
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converges. We analyse the former, first. The delay of the
first hop converges iff the time required by the source to
hand over the message, which is the time to encounter the
first node in set Ps, is finite. The source node s can either
deliver the message directly to the destination or hand it
over to an intermediate relay. The time before the source
node hands over the message is distributed as
minj2PsfRsjg, which is the time before the first node (pos-
sibly including the destination) is encountered. From
property P3, we know that minj2PsfRsjg has a finite
expectation iff
P
j2Ps asj > 1þ jPsj, thus obtaining con-
dition C1.We now consider the convergence of the second
hop. As social oblivious protocols cannot control which
relay is used, the delay of the second hop is finite iff delays
from all possible relays to the destinations are finite. If the
node to which the message has been handed over is not
the destination but another generic node j, the expected
delay from j to d is finite iff the expectation of the time
before j meets d is finite. Exploiting Lemma 1, we can
model the time before node j hands over the message to d
as Rjd, whose expectation is finite iff ajd > 2. Please note
that from here on, due to lack of space, we will not prove
again the necessity of the convergence conditions we
derive. In all cases it will be straightforward to prove it
using the same argument outlined above. The complete
proofs are however available in [25]. tu
According to Theorem 1, the Direct Transmission proto-
col yields a convergent expected delay only if the source
node meets the destination with a residual intermeeting
time whose expectation converges. This clearly follows
from the fact that the source node cannot exploit any other
relays for the forwarding of the message. In the case of the
two-hop scheme, the expectation converges even if the
source node is not able to ensure convergence with a direct
delivery. This can happen if the source node is able to hand
over the message to any of the possible relays within a con-
vergent expected time (Condition C1) and if the meeting
process between this relay and the destination has a resid-
ual whose expectation converges (Condition C2). Please
note that condition C1 alleviates the convergence condition
on the source node at the expense of the additional condi-
tion C2 on intermediate relays.
With Theorem 3 we extend the analysis of single-copy
schemes by studying their n-hop version.
Theorem 3 (1-copy n-hop scheme). E½Dsd converges if and
only if conditions C1 and C2 in Theorem 2 hold true.
Proof. See of [25, Appendix C, available in the online sup-
plementary material] for a complete proof. The intuitive
reason behind Theorem 3 is that, since the first hop (from
source to first relay) and last hop (from last relay to desti-
nation) are equivalent to those in Theorem 2, they also
share the same convergence conditions (C1 and C2). For
intermediate hops, it is possible to prove that conver-
gence conditions are looser than C1 and C2, which are
then sufficient and necessary for convergence. tu
Theorem 3 tells us that, when using single-copy social-
oblivious schemes, letting the message traverse more than
two hops does not improve the convergence of the
expected delay. Thus, when convergence is the only goal,
network resources can be saved using the two-hop social-
oblivious scheme without impairing the convergence of
the expected delay.
5.2 Multi-Copy Schemes
As discussed in Section 2, when multiple copies of the
same message can travel in parallel the opportunities to
reach the destination are multiplied. In this section we
investigate whether this also positively affects the conver-
gence of the expected delay. Please note that hereafter we
discuss the complete proof only for the first lemma, which
provides the rationale for obtaining the other results of
this section (for which just an intuitive proof is sketched,
while more details can be found in [25, Appendix C, avail-
able in the online supplementary material]).
5.2.1 Two-Hop Forwarding
Recall that, according to the multi-copy version of the two-
hop forwarding scheme, the source node hands over a copy
of the message to the first m encountered nodes, which will
then be only allowed to deliver the message directly to the
destination, if ever encountered. In Lemmas 2 and 3 we
study separately the first hop and the second hop, then put-
ting together their results in Theorem 4. The goal is to derive
how many convergent copies the source node can send out
at the first hop and how many are needed for having a con-
vergent second hop. In fact, as we demonstrate below, the
higher the number of copies on the intermediate relays, the
easier the convergence at the second hop. Thus, the number
of copies that the source node is able to hand over within a
finite expected time is critical to the convergence of the
whole path. It is possible to prove that first-hop conver-
gence becomes more difficult as the number of available
relays decreases. Hence, after a certain point, the number of
relays left does not allow to deliver one more copy within a
finite expected time, setting an upper bound on the maxi-
mum number of first-hop convergent copies that the source
node can send. This number depends also on the order in
which relays are used (i.e., on the Pareto exponents of the
available relays), which in turn depends on the sequence of
encounters at the source node. Clearly, this order cannot be
controlled and it is only the result of the evolution of the
meeting process. Since the source node can meet at most
N  1 nodes, the possible sequences of distinct encounters
are ðN  1Þ!. Let us denote as pi the ith of these permuta-
tions. For each possible permutation pi, in Lemma 2 we are
able to compute the maximum number (maxsoi ) of conver-
gent copies that can be sent at the first hop by the social-
oblivious source node. Then, considering all possible per-
mutations pi, we can identify (Corollary 1) a range of values
(specifically, ½maxsolo ;maxsoup) within which maxsoi can vary,
and under which permutations pi the extreme values of the
interval are achieved.
Lemma 2 (maxsoi ). When intermediate relays are selected by the
source node according to sequence pi, the source node is able to
deliver at most maxsoi copies to as many relays with finite first
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z  ð2þ jPsjÞ and aðiÞz
denotes the asj exponent of the zth node belonging to pi.
Proof.At the first hopm copies are relayed to the firstm dis-
tinct encountered nodes. Thus, the delivery process at the
first hop is a selection without repetitions: every time a
relay is selected, it is removed from the set of future
relays for the same message.
Let us define Pks as the set of relays still available to s
when the source node is delivering the kth copy, t0 the
time at which the message is generated at the source, and
tk the time at which the kth copy is handed over. Given
that we assume that the probability that any two nodes
meet is greater than zero, we have that jPsj ¼ N  1 and
jPks j ¼ N  1 ðk 1Þ ¼ N  k. Exploiting Lemma 1, the
time before the kth copy is relayed is given by
minj2PksfRsjg, which converges (Property P3) as long
as
P
j2Pks ðasj  1Þ > 1, or equivalently,
P
j2Pks asj > 1þ
jPks j, with jPks j ¼ N  k. In order to achieve convergence
for the m copies, this condition should be satisfied for all
k from 1 tom.
We start by finding whether convergence is achieved
for a fixed m. Lemma C1 in [25] tells us that the smaller
the cardinality of the set of random variables of which
we take the minimum, the tougher the convergence. This
implies that the strictest condition for the convergence of
the expected delay of the first hop is imposed by the mth
copy, i.e., by the one that sees the smallest set of nodes
left for relaying. Thus, if we are able to define a conver-
gence condition for the mth copy, then it follows that the
finiteness of the expected time to relaying for all previous
copies is automatically guaranteed. Let us thus focus on
the relaying of the mth copy. When the ðm 1Þth copy
has been delivered, there are N  1 ðm 1Þ ¼ N m
potential relays left for the mth copy. The identities of
these N m potential relays depend on the previous
evolution of the forwarding process (i.e., which nodes
have already been used). More specifically, there can be
ðN  1Þ! different5 permutations of the N  1 nodes in
Ps, while there can be ðN1NmÞ possible combinations for
the relays in Pms . Let us denote with pi the ith of the
ðN  1Þ! permutations and with ni its corresponding
combination. That is, taken sequence pi ¼ fa; e; c; b; f;
h; gg of encounters (where a; b; c; e; f; g; h are the nodes
that the source node can meet) and assuming m ¼ 3 we
denote with ni the set fc; b; f; h; gg, i.e, the set of nodes
available as relays once the first and second copies have
been handed over. Let us now define a mapping gðiÞ that
goes from set fasjgj2Ps to set faðiÞz gz2f1;...;jPsjg, where aðiÞz
corresponds to the exponent asj of the zth element in pi.
Using the above notation, the time before themth copy is
handed over is described by minj2niRsj. Using again
property P3 and the mapping defined above, we have
that the convergence condition for the expected delay of
themth copy is given by the following:
XjPsj
z¼m
aðiÞz þm ðN þ 1Þ > 0: (2)
As discussed before, since the mth copy experiences the
worst conditions for convergence, guaranteeing conver-
gence for themth copy implies automatic convergence of
all previous copies. Hence, Equation (2) characterizes the
stability region for first hop convergence.
The above equation defines the convergence condition
for the mth copy when relays are encountered according
to encounter sequence pi. For a given node permutation
pi, we can also compute the greatest m value for which
convergence is achieved, and in the following we discuss
how. Recall that, according to [25, Lemma C1, available in
the online supplementary material] convergence becomes
more difficult as m increases. This is highlighted also by
Equation (2). In fact, the left-hand side of the equation
(hereafter denoted as fsomaxðm;piÞ) decreases as m
increases (the formal demonstration is at the end of the
proof). This implies that either fsomaxðm;piÞ is always
above/below zero or fsomaxðm;piÞ crosses the x-axis at a
certain point. If fsomaxðm;piÞ is always below zero, the
source node is not able to send any copy with finite first
hop expected delay. Otherwise, the maximum number of
convergent copies (for a given node encounter sequence
pi) that the source node can send is equal to the greatestm
for which fsomaxðm;piÞ is still above zero. Hence, Equation
(1) follows.
To conclude the proof, let us now demonstrate that
fsomaxðm;piÞ decreases with m. To this aim, consider





z  aðiÞm þmþ 1 ðN þ 1Þ. Thus,
the difference between fsomaxðmþ 1;piÞ and fsomaxðm;piÞ is
1 aðiÞm . 1 aðiÞm is always smaller than zero, since we
have assumed aij > 1 for all i; j node pairs. This
implies that the left-hand side of Equation (2) decreases
asm increases. tu
Corollary 1. Quantitymaxsoi derived in Lemma 2 takes values in
the interval ½maxsolo ;maxsoup. The upper and lower bound on
maxsoi (corresponding to the best and worst case for conver-
gence) are reached when pi corresponds to nodes encountered
in increasing and decreasing order of asj, respectively.
Proof. Let us provide an intuitive explanation for this result.
We can divide the set Ps of possible relays at the source
node into two disjoint sets, one containing the nodes that
have already been used as relays and one containing
those that have not. Clearly, as copies are handed over
by the source node, nodes move from the second subset
to the first subset. Convergence is determined by the
exponents associated with nodes in the second subset
(nodes still to be encountered). The higher the exponents
in this subset, the easier the convergence, and vice versa.
When convergence is easier, the source node can send
more copies. Conversely, when convergence is more dif-
ficult less convergent copies can be sent. Thus, in the best
case the exponents associated with nodes in the second
5. Please note that any of these permutations happen with non neg-
ligible probability, since we assume that all nodes can meet with each
other. A rigorous proof can be obtained exploiting the same argument
used in Part 4 of the proof of Theorem 3.
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subset are the highest among the nodes in Ps, while in
the worst case such exponents are the lowest. From this,
Corollary 1 follows. tu
Let us now focus on the second hop. The sequence pi
according to which the source node meets the other nodes
affects not only the first hop delay but also the second hop
delay. In fact, the relays picked by the source node accord-
ing to pi are those that are in charge of bringing the message
to its final destination. It is possible to prove [25, Lemma C1,
available in the online supplementary material] that the
higher the number of relays the easier the convergence.
However, given a sequence of encounters pi, there exists a
minimum number of relays that is enough for guaranteeing
convergence. We denote this number as minsoi , and we
derive it in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 (minsoi ). Assuming that intermediate relays are
selected in the order specified by sequence pi, the expected delay
from intermediate relays to the destination d will converge if
and only if there are at leastminsoi intermediate relays, with
minsoi being equal to the following:
minsoi ¼ argmin
m
ffsominðm;piÞ > 0g; (3)




z  ð1þmÞ and aðiÞz
denotes the exponent ajd associated with the zth node in
encounter sequence pi  fdg.
Proof. The second hop can be modelled as a parallel deliv-
ery from m relays to the destination. Let us consider the
ith relay, assuming that it receives its copy of the mes-
sage at time ti. The time before the ith relay hands over
its copy to the destination can be modeled as a residual
intermeeting time (Lemma 1). Considering all m relays,
the time before the first of the m copies reaches the des-
tination can be modeled as the minimum of the residual
intermeeting times between the relays and the destina-
tion. Once we focus on a specific sequence pi  fdg of
encounters at the source node, it is clear that the first m
relays correspond to the first m nodes in the sequence.
We denote with aðiÞz the ajd exponent associated with
the zth node in pi. Then, applying property P3, we




z m > 1.
Since, as discussed before, convergence becomes easier
as m increases, the minimum number minsoi of copies
required at the second hop for convergence under
sequence of encounters pi  fdg corresponds to the first
(integer) m value in the above equation for which the
condition is satisfied. Hence Equation (3) follows. For a
detailed proof, see [25]. tu
Corollary 2. Quantity minsoi derived in Lemma 3 takes values
in ½minsolo ; minsoup. The upper and lower bounds on minsoi
(corresponding to the worst and best case for convergence)
are reached when pi corresponds to the sequence of nodes
ordered in increasing and decreasing order of their exponents
ajd, respectively.
Now, we use the results in Lemmas 2 and 3 for deriving
the stability region of the delay under m-copy 2-hop social-
oblivious forwarding (withm < N  1).
Theorem 4 (m-copy 2-hop scheme). E½Dsd converges if and
only if the following condition holds true:
C3 m  minsoup ^maxsoi  minsoi ; 8i 2 f1; . . . ; jPps jg,
where set Pps is the set of all permutations for elements
in Ps.
Proof. In order to derive C3, first we notice that, e.g., the
first hop and second hop worst case (maxsolo and min
so
up,
respectively) in general do not happen simultaneously.
In fact, meeting processes between nodes are indepen-
dent, and the fact that node j meets the destination fre-
quently (high ajd) does not generally imply that it also
meets the source node frequently (high asj), and vice
versa. Thus, the order on set fasjg determined by
sequence pi does not correspond to the same ordering on
set fajdg. Since worst cases are not correlated (either posi-
tively or negatively), we have to impose convergence on
all the possible combinations for relay selections. This
implies deriving a sequence of asj based on pi and its cor-
responding sequence of ajd and verifying convergence
for each of these permutations. In practice, we compute a
pair ðmaxsoi ;minsoi Þ for each possible sequence pi of
relays. Convergence is possible as long as maxsoi  minsoi
for all permutations, since this means that the first hop is
always able to provide to the second hop the number of
copies needed for convergence. When the above condi-
tion is satisfied, convergence is ensured as long as we
send a number m of copies equal to or greater than the
number of copies needed in the worst case at the second
hop, hence6 we setm  minsoup. tu
Corollary 3. A sufficient condition for the convergence of the
expected delay under the memoryful m-copy two-hop forward-
ing scheme in Theorem 4 is given by the following:
C3½s m  minsoup ^minsoup  maxsolo :
Proof. The sufficient condition C3½s follows directly from
Lemmas 2 and 3. What these lemmas told us is that, in
the worst case, the first hop delivery can at most provide
maxsolo copies (with finite first hop expected delay) while,
again in the worst case, the second hop delivery needs at
leastminsoup copies. When C3½s holds true, it is guaranteed
that, in all cases, the minimum number of copies needed
at the second hop is provided by the first hop, thus prov-
ing the sufficiency of the condition. tu
As discussed before, Chaintreau et al. [8] studied the
m-copy two-hop scheme under homogeneous mobility pat-
terns (corresponding to aij ¼ a; 8i; j). For the sake of com-
pleteness, in [25, (Appendix C.2.1), available in the online
supplementary material] we verify that Theorem 4 confirms
and extends the results in [8].
5.2.2 Multi-Hop Forwarding
Again we consider a social-oblivious protocol in which the
source node generates m copies of the message and hands
them over to the firstm nodes encountered. Once the source
6. Please note thatm can be configured to be smaller or greater than
maxsoi for a given pi. In the first case, the source node will simply send
m convergent copies rather than maxsoi . In the second case, the source
node will be able to sendmaxsoi with finite first hop expected delay and
all other copies will be divergent.
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node has handed over the m copies, these copies travel
along multi-hop social-oblivious paths until the destination
is found. Theorem 5 describes the convergence conditions
that apply in this case.
Theorem 5 (m-copy n-hop scheme). E½Dsd converges if and
only if condition C1 and C2 in Theorem 2 hold true.
Proof. As we did before, we only sketch the proof and we
refer the reader to [25, Appendix C, available in the online
supplementary material] for the rigorous mathematical
derivation. Here, the source node is memoryful and thus
it guarantees that the m copies are relayed to m distinct
nodes. However, it is possible to prove that, after the first
hop, there is a non negligible probability that allm copies
are relayed to the same node. This is clearly a worst case
as far as the convergence of the expected delay is con-
cerned, because the parallel delivery offered by the multi-
copy approach is not exploited. Since basically the multi-
copy forwarding process turns into a 1-copy n-hop
scheme, it means that copies in addition to the first one
are useless in terms of convergence. Thus, we simply
need to ensure that at least one copy achieves conver-
gence, which is guaranteed by the same conditions apply-
ing to the 1-copy n-hop scheme, i.e., C1 and C2. tu
5.3 Discussion
Table 1 summarises the results derived so far for social-
oblivious forwarding protocols. In the following we will
informally speak about convergent relays to denote nodes
for which the associated convergence condition is satisfied.
The first interesting finding is that n-hop social-oblivious
protocols (last two columns of Table 1) are no more effective
in delivering the message with finite expected delay than
the simple 1-copy 2-hop forwarding. In fact, they both share
the same convergence conditions (C1 and C2), but the for-
mer consumes much more network resources than the lat-
ter. So, if we are only interested in the convergence of the
expected delay, paths with more than two hops should be
avoided, as two hops ensure that the available forwarding
diversity between nodes is explored, while minimizing
resource consumption.
With social-oblivious protocols, when the source node
meets the destination with a residual intermeeting time hav-
ing asd > 2, there is no reason to exploit other relays, as this
will only introduce the chance of picking a bad relay. In
fact, when the number of hops is allowed to grow, we have
to impose on intermediate relays additional constraints that
are not needed by Direct Transmission (see, e.g., condition
C2 in Theorem 3 which requires that the residual intermeet-
ing time between any relay and the destination achieves a
finite expectation).
Different is the situation in which asd  2. In this case, the
source node cannot reach destination d directly with a finite
expected delay but it may be able to hand over the message
to other nodes within a finite expected time. Hence, explor-
ing more relays can prove convenient. If these intermediate
relays are all able to individually deliver the message to the
destination within a finite expected time, then the 1-copy
2-hop strategy guarantees convergence while minimizing
resource consumption.
Instead, when there exists at least one divergent interme-
diate relay, the most effective strategy is the m-copy 2-hop
forwarding, under which the source is able to send up to
maxsoup copies of the message. If max
so
up ¼ 1, we find again
conditions C1 and C2 that hold for the 1-copy 2-hop strat-
egy. However, if the source node can reach operating point
maxsoup > 1, conditions on the delivery from the relays to
the destination become less restrictive since the more the
copies sent out by the destination (with finite first hop
expected delay) the easier the convergence at the second
hop (Lemma 3).
6 EXPECTED DELAY CONVERGENCE FOR
SOCIAL-AWARE SCHEMES
In this section our goal is to derive the convergence condi-
tions for the social-aware approaches introduced in Sec-
tion 4, which will then be used to investigate whether the
social-aware approach outperforms the best social-oblivious
ones. In the following, we denote with Ri the set of possible
relays for node i, i.e., the set of nodes whose fitness is
greater than that of node i. Recall that, with social-aware
forwarding, nodes can hand over a message only to nodes
with higher fitness.
6.1 Single-Copy Schemes
We start our discussion with the case of single copy
schemes. Please recall that social-aware strategies do not
make sense when only one hop is allowed, since this hop is
necessarily the destination itself and Theorem 1 holds. Thus
we go straight to the 1-copy 2-hop case.
Theorem 6 (1-copy 2-hop social-aware scheme). E½Dsd con-
verges if and only if the following conditions hold:
C4
P
j2Rs asj > 1þ jRsj;
C5 ajd > 2, 8j 2 Rs  fdg.
Proof. The proof is a step-by-step repetition of the proof of
Theorem 2, with the only difference that this time relays
belong toRs, thus we omit the proof. tu
Theorem 6 mirrors Theorem 2 with the exception that
only nodes with fitness higher than that of the source node
can be selected. At first sight, this seems only a minor dif-
ference, but it proves extremely significant in all those
cases in which the source node is already a “good” relay
(from the convergence standpoint). In these cases, in fact,
TABLE 1
Summary of Convergence Conditions for Social-Oblivious and Social-Aware Routing Strategies
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with social-aware forwarding we are sure that only relays
better than the source node can be picked, thus ensuring
that convergence can only improve, never get worse, at the
second hop.
Theorem 7 (1-copy n-hop social-aware scheme). E½Dsd con-
verges if and only if the following condition holds:
C6.
P
j2Ri aij > 1þ jRij for all i 2 Rs [ fsg;
C7. n  jDj þ 1,
where set D comprises nodes j 2 Rs whose exponent value ajd
is smaller than or equal to 2.
Proof. The proof exploits the ordering guaranteed by
social-aware policies. Specifically, when social-aware
policies are used, messages are forwarded along a path
with increasing fitness. For the sake of simplicity, in the
following we assume that there cannot be two nodes
with the same fitness value. Recalling that Ri denotes
the set of potential relays when the message is on node
i, we have that, for a generic path fs; i; . . . ; j; z; dg with
increasing fitness, the relation Rs  Ri  	 	 	Rj  Rz
holds (Fig. 1). Exploiting Lemma 1, we know that the
time before the message leaves a generic node i is dis-
tributed as minj2RifRijg. According to property P3, the
above expression has a finite expectation if and only ifP
j2Ri aij > 1þ jRij (condition C6).
In order to complete the proof, we have to consider
the fact that when a message has reached the maximum
number n 1 of allowed intermediate hops, the relay
currently holding the message can only deliver it to the
destination directly. Thus, ajd > 2 is required after
n 1 relays have been reached. Let us split all possible
relays in Rs into two subsets C and D, such that
C [ D ¼ Rs. Subset C contains all nodes j 2 Rs such that
ajd > 2, while subset D contains those nodes j 2 Rs
with exponent ajd smaller than or equal to 2. Please
note that, due to social-aware forwarding rules, once a
relay in C is picked, all subsequent relays will be also
drawn from C, since nodes in C are “closer” to the desti-
nation than those in D. As far as convergence is con-
cerned, in the worst case, all nodes in D are exploited
before those in C. So, if we set n 1, i.e., the maximum
number of intermediate hops allowed, to be greater
than or equal to jDj, we are sure that, even in the worst
case, a relay in C is eventually selected. Since for relays
in C convergence is guaranteed (in fact, ajd > 2, when
j 2 C), the overall expected delay will converge. tu
6.2 Multi-Copy Schemes
Frequently, social-aware schemes are multi-copy. In the fol-
lowing we analyze whether using multiple copies can help
the convergence of the expected delay when social-aware
schemes are in use. The proofs of this section follow the
same line of reasoning of the corresponding social-oblivious
versions, once substituting Pi with Ri. For this reason, in
the following we omit them.
6.2.1 Two-Hop Forwarding
First, we focus on them-copy 2-hop scheme. To this aim, we
derive Theorem 8, which is in turn based on the following
lemmas. Please note that in this case sequence pi only con-
tains nodes that belong toRi.
Lemma 4 (maxsai ).When intermediate relays are selected accord-
ing to sequence pi, the source node is able to deliver at most
maxsai copies with finite first hop expected delay, with max
sa
i











z  ð2þ jRsjÞ and aðiÞz
denotes the exponent asj of the zth node in sequence pi.
Corollary 4. Quantitymaxsai derived in Lemma 4 takes values in
the interval ½maxsalo ;maxsaup. The upper and lower bound on
maxsai (corresponding to the best and worst case for conver-
gence) are reached when pi corresponds to nodes inRs encoun-
tered in increasing and decreasing order of asj, respectively.
Lemma 5 (minsai ). Assuming that intermediate relays are
selected in the order specified by sequence pi, the expected delay
from intermediate relays to the destination d will converge if
and only if there are at least minsai intermediate relays, with











z  ð1þmÞ and aðiÞz denotes the
exponent ajd associated with the zth node in encounter
sequence pi  fdg.
Corollary 5. Quantityminsai derived in Lemma 5 takes values in
½minsalo ;minsaup. The upper and lower bounds on minsai (corre-
sponding to the worst and best case for convergence) are
reached when pi corresponds to the sequence of nodes (belong-
ing to Rs) ordered in increasing and decreasing order of their
exponents ajd, respectively.
Lemmas 4 and 5 are the social-aware equivalent of Lem-
mas 2 and 3. Using their results, the following theorem about
the 2-hop convergence can be derived, withm < jRsj.
Theorem 8 (m-copy 2-hop social-aware scheme). E½Dsd
achieves convergence if and only if the following condition
holds true:
C8 m  minsaup ^maxsai  minsai ; 8i 2 f1; . . . ; jRps jg;
where setRps is the set of all permutations pi for setRs.
Corollary 6. A sufficient condition for the convergence of the
expected delay under the social-aware m-copy two-hop for-
warding scheme in Theorem 4 is given by the following:
C8½s m  minsaup ^minsaup  maxsalo :
Comparing the social-aware m-copy 2-hop with its social-
oblivious counter part is not straightforward. In Section 7
we prove analytically that there is no clear winner between
the two, and that either one or both can achieve convergence
depending on the mobility scenario considered.
6.2.2 Multi-Hop Forwarding
Finally, in Theorem 9 we consider the most general case in
which the source node generates m copies for the message
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and each of them travel up to n hops along independent
paths. We find that also in the social-aware case, multiple
copies used together with multiple hops do not improve
convergence with respect to the simple 1-copy n-hop
scheme. Intuitively, this is because in the worst case (which
occurs with non-negligible probability) all copies, after the
first hop, follow the same multi-hop path, which requires
conditions C6 and C7 for convergence.
Theorem 9 (m-copy n-hop social-aware scheme). E½Dsd
converges if and only if conditions C6 and C7 in Theorem 7
hold true.
6.3 Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the convergence conditions for social-
aware schemes derived so far. As in the social-oblivious
case, multi-hop schemes do not benefit from the use of mul-
tiple copies, and in fact the 1-copy n-hop scheme and the
m-copy n-hop scheme share the same convergence condi-
tions. Similarly, the difference between 2-hop schemes mir-
rors that between the corresponding social-oblivious
versions. Thus, the 1-copy 2-hop scheme is effective when
ajd > 2 for all j 2 Rs, since it allows us to save resources by
sending a single copy. However, when condition C5 does
not hold, the only chance to achieve convergence is to
exploit multiple copies.
If we focus on single-copy schemes, it is interesting to
note that, differently from the social-oblivious case in which
using additional hops did not provide any advantage,
1-copy social-aware schemes may benefit from multiple
hops. In fact, for the 1-copy 2-hop scheme we need to
impose that all intermediate relays j meet the destination
with ajd > 2, which is a quite strong condition. On the
other hand, if we use multiple hops (1-copy n-hop case),
conditions C6 and C7 are required, which are milder than
C5. More specifically, assuming that there are no limitations
to the value that we can assign to n, condition C7 can be eas-
ily satisfied. Then, C6 relates to the convergence of the mini-
mum of a set of Pareto random variables, which is always
easier to achieve than for any single random variable from
the set (corresponding to condition C5). The only constraint
for the 1-copy n-hop case is that there must be at least one
node z (the one with the highest fitness) meeting the desti-
nation with azd > 2. In fact, for z,Rz ¼ fdg.
Finally, we compare the m-copy 2-hop case with the
1-copy n-hop case (which is equivalent to them-copy n-hop
scheme). There is no clear winner here, as each scheme can
provide convergence when the other one cannot. For exam-
ple, consider the case in which the source node is not able to
send more than one copy (i.e, maxsai ¼ 1; 8i 2 f1; . . . ; jRps jg).
In this case, the m-copy 2-hop scheme becomes effectively a
1-copy 2-hop scheme, which fails to achieve convergence if
some intermediate hop j does not have exponent ajd greater
than 2 (condition C5). Instead, exploiting multiple hops
pays off in this case, as it allows us to rely on more interme-
diate relays, which may not meet the destination within a
finite expected time but can bring the message “closer” to
nodes that do meet d with ajd > 2. Vice versa, when
maxsai > 1 for some i, the cooperative delivery of the multi-
ple copies can overcome the presence of intermediate relays
for which conditions C6-C7 do not hold. For example, when
there is not even one relay j with ajd > 2, then the m-copy
2-hop case is the only possible choice.
7 COMPARING SOCIAL-AWARE AND
SOCIAL-OBLIVIOUS STRATEGIES
In the previous sections we have separately analyzed the
convergence properties of social-oblivious and social-aware
forwarding schemes, identifying the best strategies, from
the convergence standpoint, for each of the two categories.
In the following we take the champions of each class and
we investigate whether there is a clear winner between
social-oblivious and social-aware strategies when it comes
to the convergence of their expected delay.
Let us first consider the case asd > 2. We have seen in
Section 5.3 that with this configuration the Direct Transmis-
sion scheme is the best choice from the convergence stand-
point. In fact, with social-oblivious schemes using more
than one hop, ”bad“ relays can be selected even starting
from a source that is already able to reach the destination
with a finite expected residual intermeeting time. This does
not happen with social-aware strategies. In fact, assume
that the source is the only node with asd ¼ 2þ ", while all
other nodes meet the destination with ajd ¼ 1þ ", with "
being a very small quantity. In the social-aware case, Rs
contains only the destination, as all other nodes are clearly
worse than the source node as relay. This shows the adapt-
ability of social-aware schemes: the additional knowledge
that they exploit makes them able to resort to simpler
approaches (in this case, Rs ¼ fdg is equivalent to the
Direct Transmission) when they realize that additional
resources in terms of number of copies or number of
hops would not help the forwarding process. This implies
that one can safely use the m-copy 2-hop or the 1-copy
n-hop social-aware protocols because in the worst case
they will do no harm (they will downgrade to simpler
strategies, without exploiting wrong paths), while in the
best case they are able to improve the convergence of the
forwarding process.
When asd  2 and ajd > 2 for all nodes j in the relay set
(i.e., j 2 Rs  fdg for the social-aware case and
j 2 Ps  fdg for the social-oblivious case), the strategy of
choice is the 1-copy 2-hop for both the social-oblivious and
social-aware category. However, the 1-copy 2-hop social-
aware scheme is overall more advantageous than its
social-oblivious counterpart. More specifically, when the
source node is the worst relay for the destination (i.e.,
minifaidg ¼ asd), the social-oblivious and the social-aware
approaches are equivalent (given that Ps ¼ Rs). In all
other cases, instead, Rs 
 Ps, thus, for the set of nodes in
Ps Rs, social-aware forwarding does not impose any
constraint, while social-oblivious forwarding needs to
impose constraints, thus resulting in stricter conditions for
convergence.
Let us now focus on the remaining cases, namely i) when
asd  2 and not all intermediate relays have exponent
greater than 2, and ii) when ajd  2 for all nodes j. In the
first case, the social-aware m-copy 2-hop, the social-aware
1-copy n-hop, and the social-oblivious m-copy 2-hop can
achieve convergence. In the second case, the only options
for convergence are the social-aware m-copy 2-hop and the
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social-oblivious m-copy 2-hop. We first highlight the differ-
ences between the n-hop approach and the 2-hop approach
by discussing when the social-aware 1-copy n-hop outper-
forms the other two strategies in terms of convergence
(which can only happen in case i), then we focus on the
social-aware and social-oblivious m-copy 2-hop strategies,
thus covering both case i and ii.
So, assume that there exists at least one node z that meets
the destination with azd > 2. The m-copy 2-hop strategies
send multiple copies to a set of relays, which in turn can
only deliver the message to the destination directly. This
implies that intermediate relays must have collectively the
capability of reaching the destination, for all subsets with
sizem of possible relays. Here, only meetings with the desti-
nation are relevant, and if all relays but z have very low
exponent for encounters with the destination, convergence
may not be achieved. Differently from the 2-hop strategies,
the social-aware n-hop scheme do not rely exclusively on
the capabilities of meeting with d, but it is able to generate a
path towards the destination in which intermediate nodes
may not be good relays for d but good relays towards nodes
with high fitness (in the extreme case, only azd > 2 can
hold). Thus, in the n-hop case, as long as the message can
leave intermediate relays within a finite expected time, this
could be enough for convergence. An example scenario is
provided in Section 7.1. When all three strategies achieve
convergence, the one to be preferred can be chosen based
on resource consumption considerations. With the m-copy
2-hop strategies there can be up to 2m transmissions, while
with the 1-copy n-hop scheme there are n. Hence, when
n < 2m, the single-copy scheme should be preferred.
Let us finally compare the social-oblivious and the social-
awarem-copy 2-hop schemes. Since they seem to cover sim-
ilar mobility scenarios (as discussed in the previous section)
and to be based on similar mechanisms (the mini and maxi
quantities, whose relation with m determines the conver-
gence), it may be difficult to intuitively evaluate which one
performs better in terms of convergence. For this reason,
Theorem 10 below (whose proofs can be found in [25]) we
tackle this problem from an analytical perspective. In [25,
Appendix E, available in the online supplementary mate-
rial] we provide a concrete example for both cases.
Theorem 10. Since both the following configurations are feasible
under the conditions in Lemma D1, it may happen that either
the social-obliviousm-copy 2-hop scheme achieves convergence
when the social-aware m-copy 2-hop scheme does not (Equa-
tion (6)), or vice versa (Equation (7)), depending on the under-
lying mobility process:
maxsoi  minsoi  minsai > maxsai (6)
minsoi > max
so
i  maxsai  minsai : (7)
Intuitively, an example of the first case is when there are
a lot of nodes that meet the source with high asj (thus result-
ing in high maxsoi , high enough to be greater than min
so
i ); if
those relays have very low ajd, they will not be used by the
social-aware scheme, thus resulting in a lowmaxsai , possibly
not high enough to guarantee that the second hop con-
verges. It is easy to construct a corresponding example for
the other case.
7.1 Example
In order to complement the theoretical discussion of the pre-
vious section, in the following we provide a concrete exam-
ple for the case in which the social-aware 1-copy n-hop
scheme is the only one achieving convergence. In [25] we
also provide two concrete examples for the cases discussed
in Theorem 10.
The mobility scenario we consider is described by the
exponent matrix in Fig. 2. Please note that such matrix has
been chosen just to exemplify the behaviour of the social-
aware 1-copy n-hop scheme. For a more realistic analysis,
please refer to Section 8. Element aij in matrix a (of size 10)
gives the Pareto exponent for the i; j node pair. We assume
that node i ¼ 1 is the source node and that node j ¼ 10 is
the destination. In this case the source node is the node with
the lowest fitness value, thus the m-copy 2-hop social-obliv-
ious and social-aware schemes overlap (in fact, Ps ¼ Rs).
We start with the 1-copy n-hop scheme. The size of set D
is 8, since there are eight nodes with ajd  2. Thus, we need
to set the maximum number of allowed hop n to 9 (condi-
tion C7). Then, we compute
P
j2Ri aij  ð1þRiÞ (condition
C6) for all nodes i 2 Rs [ fsg (Table 2). Since the computed
quantities are greater than zero for all possible relays
(including the source node), the 1-copy n-hop social-aware
scheme achieves convergence in this scenario.
We now focus on the m-copy 2-hop scheme, recalling
that the social-oblivious version and the social-aware
Fig. 2. Exponent matrix.
Fig. 1. Social forwarding at a glance.
TABLE 2
Condition C6 for Each Relay (Including the Source)
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version are equivalent in this case (thus we drop super-
scripts so and sa). In order to verify sufficient condition
C3½s, we need to find maxlo and minup, i.e., the value of
maxi and mini in the worst case. According to Corollary 1,
maxlo is reached when permutation pi corresponds to
relays encountered in decreasing order of asj, while,
according to Corollary 2, minup is achieved when permuta-
tion pi corresponds to relays encountered by the source
node in increasing order of ajd. We denote these two per-
mutations as pi and p
0
i respectively. In Fig. 3, we plot func-
tion flomaxðmÞ ¼ fmaxðm;pi Þ corresponding to the case in
which maxlo is reached and function f
up
minðmÞ ¼ fminðm;p0iÞ
corresponding to the case in which minup is achieved.
Recall that minup corresponds to the first m value for
which fupmin is greater than zero, thus minup ¼ 7. Similarly,
maxlo corresponds to the last m value for which function
flomax is greater than zero, and so maxlo ¼ 5. Since
maxlo < minup, sufficient condition C3½s is not satisfied.
It is easy to show that also the necessary and sufficient
condition C3 does not hold. Recall that the necessary and
sufficient condition states that convergence is ensured as
long as maxi  mini for all encounter permutations pi.
However, this does not happen here. Consider (Fig. 3)
fupmax and f
lo
min, i.e., functions fmax and fmin in the best
case. The first integer values of m before the functions
become negative determine the values of maxup and
minlo. Since maxup ¼ 5, from Corollary 1 we have that
maxi varies in the range ½5; 5, i.e., maxi is always equal to
5 regardless of the permutation considered. This means
that, for the permutation corresponding to the mini worst
case, the source node will not be able in any case to send
more than five copies with finite first-hop expected delay
(while seven are required). Hence, convergence cannot be
achieved in this case.
8 CONVERGENCE IN MOBILITY TRACES
We conclude the paper by applying the convergence condi-
tions derived in the previous sections to a set of contact
traces that are frequently used in the literature: Cambridge
[26], Infocom’05 [26], and RollerNet [27], composed respec-
tively of 12, 41, and 62 nodes. Due to space limitations, we
do not recall further properties of these traces and we move
straight to the application of our convergence conditions.
The Pareto exponents are estimated using Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimation, setting tmin equal to the sampling interval
used for collecting the trace (120s for both Infocom’05 and
Cambridge, 15s for RollerNet). Under this configuration,
after applying the Cramer-von Mises criterion, we obtain
that the Pareto hypothesis cannot be rejected for 80, 97, and
85:5 percent of pairs for Cambridge, Infocom’05, and Roller-
Net, respectively.7
In Fig. 4 we show the percentage of pairs for which the
strategies identified in Section 4 achieve convergence, in
both the social-oblivious and the social-aware case. We omit
the n-hop schemes that share the convergence conditions of
other strategies that consumes less resources, as discussed
in Sections 5.3 and 6.3. However, we provide the results
obtained by applying the sufficient convergence conditions
in Corollaries 3 and 6, in order to highlight that in these
cases they identify correctly the right set of pairs. In the
Cambridge data set (Fig. 4a), the best performance in terms
of convergence is delivered by the social-oblivious m-copy
2-hop scheme, with the social-aware m-copy 2-hop scheme
just slightly behind. In the Infocom data set (Fig. 4b) there is
basically a tie between the same two strategies, with the
social-aware one performing slightly better in this case. In
the RollerNet scenario (Fig. 4c), the social-aware m-copy
2-hop scheme clearly outperforms the others.
From the Pareto exponent distribution point of view, the
Cambridge data set is the one more shifted towards higher
values (min ¼ 1:39, median ¼ 1:68;max ¼ 2:86) with respect
to Infocom (min ¼ 1:24;median ¼ 1:43;max ¼ 1:82) and
RollerNet (min ¼ 1:27;median ¼ 1:58;max ¼ 3:27). This is
reflected by the performance of the Direct Transmission
scheme. In the Infocom data set no pair meets with an expo-
nent higher than 2. This is a very unfortunate case from the
convergence standpoint, but the m-copy 2-hop schemes are
still able to overcome this limitation and to reach around
80 percent of pairs with a convergent expected delay. Fig. 4
also confirms the importance of taking into account hetero-
geneity when studying the convergence of forwarding strat-
egies. In fact, applying the convergence condition for the
homogeneous case derived in [25] (a > 2N þ 1, assuming
that we set m > N2 ) and using the estimated exponent for
the aggregate intermeeting times (a ¼ 1:44), we would have
obtained a “convergent” verdict for the m-copy 2-hop
scheme for all source-destination pairs in the Infocom scenario,
but this is not always the case, as shown in Fig. 4b.
9 CONCLUSIONS
Assuming heterogenous Pareto intermeeting times, in this
paper we have derived the conditions on the Pareto expo-
nents such that the expected delay of a large family of for-
warding protocols is finite. Our main result for the social-
oblivious case is that convergence is not improved by using
more than two hops (and in some conditions direct trans-
mission, with just one hop, is the most efficient choice). In
the social-aware case, instead, allowing more than two hops
can provide convergence when all other strategies fail. As
for the comparison of single-copy and multi-copy schemes,
we found that multi-copy strategies can, in some cases, out-
perform single-copy strategies in terms of convergence of
the expected delay. The use of multiple copies, in fact,
Fig. 3.mini andmaxi for them-copy 2-hop scheme.
7. Different acceptance percentages in [27] are due to a different tmin
setting. We believe that it is more correct to set tmin equal to the granu-
larity of the trace because samples smaller than the granularity are a
just a few and only emerge due to statistical fluctuations.
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benefits from the parallel delivery of the message from dif-
ferent nodes, which may overcome the limitations of indi-
vidual nodes in achieving a finite expected delay. Finally,
comparing social-oblivious and social-aware multi-copy
solutions we were able to prove mathematically that there is
not a clear winner between the two, since either one can
achieve convergence when the other fails depending on the
underlying mobility scenario.
Besides the theoretical value of the above convergence
model per se, we believe that such model has also important
practical implications. For the majority of forwarding
schemes, nodes would be able to evaluate online whether a
policy can achieve convergence or not (hence they can
decide which one is to be preferred). For example, conver-
gence can be easily verified for 1-hop and 2-hop strategies,
since it is perfectly reasonable to assume that nodes can
learn the Pareto exponents of their direct neighbours. The
only relevant policy (from the convergence standpoint) for
which nodes may not be able to verify the convergence
online (because it would require the knowledge of the expo-
nents of potentially distant nodes) is the social-aware
m-copy n-hop scheme. One way to address this problem is
to let the source node pick this strategy only as a last resort,
i.e., only when it is not possible to collect the required expo-
nents for testing its convergence and when two-hop
schemes are not able to achieve it.
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